Syuppin (3179, JP)
Exchange: Tokyo Stock Exchange 1
Sector: Retail
Market Cap: JPY17.2 billion
P/B: 5.8x (3/16 act)

Date: 12/30/2016
Recommendation: BUY
Share Price: JPY1,439 (12/26/2016)
Target Price: JPY1,906
P/E: 23.8x (3/17 CE)
Div. Yield: 0.5% (3/17 CE)

Highlight
Titlis initiates BUY recommendation of Syuppin (3179, JP) at this time. ‘Reuse’
market of 18 large operators grew 7.4% YoY to JPY393 billion for FY03/2016
and is expected to keep growing at solid rate. Increasing number of
consumers are shopping in Internet year by year and used Camera market is
expanding at faster of all reused items. Those are tailwinds for the company
that focuses on Internet channel and 4 categories such as Camera, Watch and
Stationery. For ongoing full year outlook, the earnings of the company is very
likely to achieve company’s guidance buoyed by favorable growth of eCommerce sale. In mid-term, the earnings are expected to continue solid
growth due to e-Commerce channel, although Internet flea market on
smartphones is a threat. The share price is very likely to move higher on its
solid growth in e-Commerce sale at +30% YoY. The solid topline growth will
reduce SGA/Sales and hence increase its earnings. The share price has
positive correlation with EBITDA. On this analysis, the share price will go up
to JPY1,906. For FY03/2017 its free cash flow is likely to turn positive and this
will result in further improvement in its balance sheet.

Business Description
Syuppin is a reused items retailer, using Internet channel and a real store of
each product category. The company was established in August 2005 as a
Camera retailer and added Watch, Stationery and Sport-Bicycle. Sale by
product, Camera is the largest of 73% of total sale, Watch is the 2nd largest sale
of 23%, Stationery is 2% and Bicycle is 2%. Sales by channel, e-Commerce is
expanding rapidly to 63.7% of total sales as of 2Q FY03/2017 from 50% in 1Q
FY03/2014. The company runs 1 real outlet in Shinjuku for Camera, Watch
and Stationery and 1 small outlet in Yoyogi for Bicycle, both of which are near
by its head office.

Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Industry Overview
Brand-new camera and peripheral market is estimated to be JPY195.5 billion
and watch is JPY693.8 billion for FY2015 (data source: Camera & Imaging
Products Association, CIPA). According to survey by Ministry of the
Environment (MOE), used Camera market grew 53.2% to JPY71.4 billion for
FY2015 from JPY46.6 billion for FY2012. Although used Camera market is
growing very fast, the difference of market size between new and used would
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be potential growth for reuse market of Camera. Another data from the
Ministry shows rapid growth of Internet channel (Internet auction, Internet
shopping and Internet flea market) of used Camera. Of JPY71.4 million used
Camera market, JPY52.0 billion was Internet channel and JPY17.5 billion was
real store for FY2015. 75% of users used Internet channel and 25% used real
store. For FY2012, Internet channel was 66.7% and real store was 28.8%.
Internet based used Camera market is expanding, too.
Competitive Positioning: SWOT Analysis
Strength
Internet based reuse retailer
As on the above Industry Overview, used Camera market is accelerating to
Internet channel. This is a tailwind for Syuppin that is strengthening eCommerce business and raised Internet sale to 63.7% for 2Q FY03/2017.
Quality of customer service
Syuppin focuses on selective goods that are relatively expensive goods (i.e.
Watch’s average sale price is JPY0.8 million). For expensive goods, quality of
customer service would increase customer satisfaction. The company offers
experts and real store for each specialty goods. Running real store is costly
but store staff takes care of customers politely with adequate advice when I
visited. This would lead to a value of the company.
Synergy with sale of brand-new items
Syuppin sells not only used camera but also brand-new camera. This brings
synergy to the sale. A customer who wants to sell his used camera is more
likely to buy a brand-new camera at Syuppin and vice versa. A customer who
wants to buy a new camera is more likely to sell his camera at Syuppin. The
company also offers frequent buyer program, encouraging loyal customers to
buy more often items.
Weakness
Shrinking brand-new market under soggy consumer spending
As consumer expenditure is growing at slower due to decrease in population,
slower brand-new market will result in decrease in used market. This would
be a negative factor for the growth of the company, as expansion of used
market is the key.
Slower pace of new model entry
If new model enters into marketplace at slower pace or fewer attractive new
models comes to consumers, used market will not grow at faster and the sale
of the company will hardly increase.
Opportunity
Focusing Internet channel
As on the above Industry Overview, Internet channel of used Camera is
accelerating to 75% from 66.7% from 3 years ago. Internet channel. This is a
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tailwind for Syuppin that is strengthening e-Commerce business and raised
Internet sale to 63.7% for 2Q FY03/2017.
Higher growth and potential of used Camera
Used Camera market grew 53.2% to JPY71.4 billion for FY2015 from JPY46.6
3 years ago. In addition, brand-new Camera’s market is quite large of JPY195.5
billion. There is still huge potential for the market and the company, as its
Camera sale for FY03/2016 remained at JPY16.5 billion.
Threat
C to C business of smartphone flea market
As increasing number of young generation uses smartphone appli, Internet
flea market operators are growing business. 10 agers and 20 agers are more
likely to use smartphone appli than PC based web shopping. Furthermore,
Such a flea market is C to C business and lower cost than B to C operators like
Shuppin. Those C to C flea market site is popular among them. If this trend
strengthens, it would be thereat for the company, although the company plans
to release smartphone appli in next year.

Investment Summary
Business Outlook
Due to sharp increase of inbound sale for 1H of FY03/2016, the sale in this
year looks soft, but its solid growth is really maintained other than such an
extraordinary demand. Total sale is expected to keep double-digit growth led
by solid expansion of e-Commerce channel for mid-term.
Competitive Positioning and Risks
On a SWOT analysis above, the company is in strong position in the industry.
The company focuses on higher growth market of Internet channel and used
Camera. Consumers are more likely to shop in Internet and used Camera
expanded 53.2% fir 3 years. Brand-new Camera market is much larger than
used market and this implies large potential of this item. Quality of customer
service with well-knowledgeable sale staff and a real store would be
advantages. Younger generation such as 10 agers and 20 agers are more often
uses flea market sites on smartphones. This would be a threat for the
company for the mid-term.
Valuation
The share price is very likely to move higher on expectations of positive
outlook for mid-term. On a correlation between share price and EBITDA, there
is upside potential for the share price to JPY1,906 for FY03/2017(E). Sum-ofthe-parts NAV will increase from JPY1,302 for FY03/2017(E) to JPY1,995 for
FY03/2020 on its positive growth outlook. EV/EBITDA is likely to come down
on higher cash flows.
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Financial Stability
Turning positive free cash flow for FY03/2017(E), financial stability of the
company is very likely to improve.

Business Outlook
Monthly Store Sale
Due to sharp increase of sale to foreign visitors in 2Q of the previous year, sale
softened YoY for 2Q in this year, but was likely to hit bottom in August and
recover growth in 3Q buoyed by e-Commerce Sale. (see table below).

Company Outlook for Full Year FY03/2017
The company kept on hold its full year outlook. Sale will be up 12.8% YoY to
JPY25,600 million and OP, RP and NP are expected to gain 30.4% YoY to
JPY1,085 million, 30.3% YoY to JPY1,070 million, 29.3% YoY to JPY724 million
respectively.
Titlis forecast for FY03/2017
Based on monthly sale forecast shown on the table above, earnings for the full
year will be close to the company forecast. Sales are expected to rise 14.1%
YoY to JPY25,906 million and OP, RP and NP are expected to gain 30.4% YoY
to JPY1,082 million, 30.6% YoY to JPY1,072 million, 30.6% YoY to JPY730
million respectively (see table below).

Mid-Term Outlook
Syuppin posted its mid-term projection in its MTP. Due to upbeat e-Commerce
of +30% YoY, Titlis assumes total sale is expected to grow +11.3% for
FY03/2018, +9.6% YoY for FY03/2019 and +8.7% YoY for FY03/2020. Gap
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between company and Titlis projection will be widening from FY03/2019 (see
the table below). Titlis does not assume further recovery of Bicycle segment,
as the nature of product and lower benefit from e-Commerce sale. Consumers
are more likely to buy and try real item at store than just look at pictures in
web site. The company plans to enter into cross border e-Commerce in
FY03/2018 and extra sale from the new business would fill the gap. Mid-term
projection by Titlis should hold the current forecast until we find how the new
business is going.

Valuation
The share price seems to have upside potential on its earnings growth in midterm. The relationship between the share price and EBITDA shows correlation
from FY03/2012 and FY03/2016. Using this correlation, the share price is
estimated to rise to JPY1,906 for FY03/2017. EV/EBITDA will fall to 13.4x for
this year from 17.5x from the previous year, and the share price will rise on
upbeat EBITDA in mid-term. Regarding breakup value based on business
value adding to net cash, the share price is traded at 10.5% higher than NAV
for FY03/2017(E). But NAV for FY03/2020(E) is estimated to increase to
JPY1,995, which shows 28% upside potential.
EBITDA and Share Price
There is highly correlation between the share price and EBITDA. Examining
historical share price and EBITDA of the company from FY03/2012 to
FY03/2016, the relationship is 89% explained (see scatter chart on the left).
Applying this result to project share price on EBITDA forecast by Titlis, the
share price would be JPY1,906 for FY03/2017(E), JPY2,280 for
FY03/2018(E). Based on this analysis, there would be more room of upside
potential for the share price.
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EV/EBITDA
EV/EBITDA for FY03/2017(E) is estimated to be 13.4x and will come down to
7.3x for FY03/2020(E). Considering business outlook in particular
prospective expansion of e-Commerce, mid-term growth of EBIDA is very
likely. In this point, it would be reasonable for the share price to go up.

Breakup Value
Assessing breakup value of business value (normalizing EBIT, EBITDA and
FCF for FY03/2013-FY03/2017(E) or FY03/2020(E)) adding to net cash (plus
long-term investment), the sum of the parts NAV is estimated to be JPY1,302 a
share for FY03/2017(E), which is 10.5% lower than closing price of December
26th 2016. Current share price is likely to discount further growth of earnings
beyond ongoing fiscal year of FY03/2017. The NAV based on future earnings
for FY03/2020 is estimated to be JPY1,995 a share, which is 28% higher than
the closing price (see the table below).

Financial Analysis
As shown higher return on equity, Syuppin focuses on its main business with
light assets. OP margin are likely to gain at solid pace in line with expansion of
e-Commerce sale. In particular, FCF is expected to turn positive for this fiscal
year and will increase year by year. This will improve its balance sheet further.
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Investment Risks
To increase used market of items such as Camera, Watch, Stationery and
Bicycle is a key of sales growth for Syuppin. The risk would be lower at this
moment, as used market of such items are growing in particular Internet
channel. Another risk on C to C based flea market sites would be higher risk as
they are likely offer at lower sale price and young generation use more
smartphone flea market sites. But quality of customer service of the company
would reduce some of the risk.
Slower brand-new market (Less Likely, Low Risk)
Key of growth for the company is how much attractive items are provided to
customers at reasonable price. Therefore, procurement of used items that
customers need is important. New model market is unlikely to grow at faster
due to anemic consumer spending in Japan. However the potential of used
items such as Camera is much smaller than new models and used market is
rapidly growing led by fast growing Internet channel. Also, Camera makers
are providing new models added value yearly basis to attract customers and
increase revenue. This is one of the company’s advantages, but brand-new
market is likely to soft due to decreasing population in Japan.
As market of brand-new items decreases, market of used items will decrease
in near future. Retail sales and consumer spending in Japan has been flat for a
decade and will decrease alongside in further decrease in population.
Slower consumer spending (Less Likely, Less Risk)
Consumer spending has been flat for more than a decade and is unlikely to
grow at faster on the decrease of population. However, budget-mind and
environmental-mind are spreading over consumers and they are more likely
to buy used items. These mind of consumers are a tailwind for the company. If
overall consumer spending remains flat or slower or another consumption
hike will hurt retail sales in this country, reuse market or e-commerce market
is less likely to suffer.
C to C based business (Likely, Mid Risk)
Smartphone based Internet shopping is accelerating in the world. Flea market
operators on such devices are growing rapidly. This is a mid-term risk for the
company. Flea market operators on smartphone focuses on C to C business
many of which offer at lower price than B to C operators. The new Internet
channel is popular among 10 agers and 20 agers and will expand at rapid pace.
This trend will not be a marginal risk for the company, although the company
plans to release smartphone appli in the next year. However, the company’s
advantage includes sale staff with expertise about products and a real store.
Knowledgeable advice and display at real store are costly but would deliver
value to customers.
Aki Matsumoto, CFA
akimatsumoto@titlisgroup.com
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Appendix
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